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Abstract—Results of studying the neural network method 

are presented to reduce the amount of calibration points for 
the multisensor (MS), in particular for the photodiode. This 
allows transmitting to the MS individual conversion function 
and provides the high accuracy of measurement. 

The structure of synthesized information-measuring system 
and its measuring channel has created for implementing of the 
proposed approach. A structural scheme is proposed as well 
for values transmitting the etalon measures to measuring 
systems. Its used to determine the errors of photodiodes, as 
those which are produced for customers. This assures the 
interchangeability of sensors when using the individual 
conversion function. 
 

Index Terms—information-measuring system, multisensor, 
neural network, photodiode, individual conversion function, 
temperature dependency.  

I. INTRODUCTION 

Nowadays the sensors error is still dominated among 
other components error of measuring channels (MC) in 
Information Measurement Systems [1]. So without reducing 
the sensor error it's not advisable to improve the accuracy of 
other MC components. For example errors of ultraviolet 
radiation (UVR) sensors – the photodiodes are defined by 
large individual deviations of their conversion functions 
(CF) from nominal values and those errors are strongly 
dependent on the temperature coefficient of photodiode. 

Besides some attempts of the correction for photodiodes 
CF from temperature were made [4, 20], and it was based on 
the temperature measurement inside of the photodiode 
sensor frame. However, the photodiode crystal is heated by 
the photodiode’s measurement of UVR, so it is required to 
measure directly the temperature of the crystal core frame. 
Otherwise the error (static and dynamic) appears caused by 
mismatching between the core crystal temperature and the 
photodiode sensor temperature. The same reason leads to 
ineffectiveness of the thermostating methods for sensor in 
general. 

Photodiode itself can function as a temperature sensor 
[21], but then it should run under no-load conditions (as 
opposed to the mode of photodiode short circuit under the 
measurement of the UVR irradiance). This requires a 
corresponding switching the measuring scheme between the 
working modes of photodiode. 

Under designing the precision measuring channel of UVR 
irradiance, it should be counted that changing the 
temperature of the photodiode crystal is changing also its CF 
towards measuring the UVR. Therefore the photodiode 
sensor should be considered as the multisensor(MS) [3], in 
which the input variables are irradiance and temperature, 
and output signals are the short-circuit current and the 
voltage at no-load conditions. 

It should be noted also the transition to the individual 
conversion function (ICF) requires the large amount of 
experimental investigations for its identification. For 
example according to recommendations [2, 21] for the 
sensors with the complicated CF, for its identification, it's 
necessary to get the 5..7 calibration points. In such case for 
photodiode - the two parameter sensor of UVR are required 
7*7=49 calibration points. The laboriousness of such 
calibrations amount is inadmissible, so it is appropriate to 
use a method [3, 9] of predicting the calibration result and 
allowing to reduce the required number of experimental 
explorations.  

Another problem is the interchangeability of photodiodes. 
Known solutions [6] limit the interaction of the photodiode 
with the precisely customized device exactly for this 
photodiode CF that provides the signal conversion of the 
sensor into measured values as well as its indication. It does 
not matter whether the sensor data processing is in analog or 
digital form. Therefore, the damage of the measurement 
device requires reconfiguration with a new photodiode 
sensor. This situation greatly reduces the system flexibility, 
its vitality and repairability and creates additional problems 
during intensive use.  

An additional important demand for UVR measurement 
systems is their portability and the long battery operation 
time, with low power consumption requirements. 

A goal of this paper is developing the information-
measuring system that provides highly accurate 
measurements of ultraviolet radiation by using the 
individual conversion function of the photodiode in case of 
irradiance, as well as in conditions of temperature influence, 
and assuring the sensors interchangeability in spite of 
transmission to the individual conversion functions. 
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II. REDUCING THE NUMBER OF CALIBRATION POINTS 

During using the method [3, 9] for identification the ICF 
of MS, the neural networks (NN) [18, 19, 22, 23] are used as 
well as involved additional information of NN character. 
This information is contained in calibration results of the 
group of the same type MS (30…50 pieces) in big amount of 
points, for example 49. The prediction of calibration results 
[15, 16] will carry out for those points, for which calibration 
of the given MS has not been performed. In those points, for 
which calibration of the given MS has not been performed, 
conduct the prediction of calibration result using NN which 
is trained to predict calibration result exactly for this point. 
To train each NN’s are used only those calibration points of 
the group of the same type MS which belongs to a specific 
set, and are always located strictly the same way relative to 
the calibration point which value will predict. And the 
calibration results of the group of similar MS are supplied to 
the inputs of NN in the set order. During training [3, 9] the 
first inputs of NN are supplied values of the ICF of that MS 
which is chosen for this vector of the training as a one which 
ICF is predicted. Then the calibration results of the group of 
the same type MS are supplied to the inputs of NN in order 
of increasing of absolute deviations from the MS, which ICF 
is predicted. Each such combination ICF of the group of 
similar MS creates one training vector.  

During the prediction of each MS calibration point, to the 
first inputs of NN are supplied by the calibration results in 
another points of the MS which ICF are predicted. Then the 
calibration results of the group of similar MS are supplied to 
the inputs of NN in the order that similar to the order in the 
teaching stage. Calibration results of MS with the largest 
deviations are discarded.  

For example, we obtained the calibration results of the 
group of similar MS in 49 points (Fig. 1, blank ring). The 
MS - which ICF is defined - was calibrated in 9 points (Fig. 
1, filled rings). For ICF identification of this MS at the point 
33 (Fig. 1) the training set is formed and it corresponds to 
the straight line that is drawn through the points 11, 22, 33, 
44, 55, 66, 77. Then each vector of the training set has the 

following structure:  ,  ,  ,  ,  , 

 ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  , 

 ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  , … ,  ,  

, … ,  ,  , … ,  ,  , … ,  , , 

where the lower indexes indicate the calibration points. The 
upper indexes increase with the raising of the absolute 
difference between the MS calibration results with index 0 
(accepted for the given vector as one which ICF is 
predicted). The signs “+” and “-“ indicate the polarity of the 
difference.  
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During the prediction as , ,  are substituted 

by calibration results of the MS which ICF is identified. As 
it can be seen from the Fig. 1 a number of calibration points 
is reduced from 49 points to 9 points.  
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For further investigating the error of ICF identification 
method its nominal CF is described by the product of 
polynomials [5]: 
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where X1, X2 – measurable physical quantities A and B, 
respectively; A…G, k, l - coefficients and a power of number 
respectively; YNOM - the MS nominal output . 

Recoverable Calibration Points

 
Figure 1. ICF of MS and placement of real calibration points and 
recoverable calibration points. 

 

Obviously, the additive and multiplicative errors of MS 
can be corrected without using the NN. It's necessary 
therefore, to study the influence of the MS errors nonlinear 
component on the correction result. The MS errors of 
different physical quantities can be differ not only 
quantitatively but qualitatively too. Therefore we are 
exploring various combinations of the errors model 
described by function 

    ba
NOM jKiKnYY 44 21  , (2) 

where n - number of variants of the research, it was taken 
n = 100 (i.e. 50 experiments for each polarity); ∆ – the 
quantization step of the error of MS, taken 0.1% (i.e. 
maximum error MS for each physical quantity gives 5%); 
K1, K2 - coefficients that characterize the nonlinearity of MS 
error function, they equal to 1%; exponents a and b can take 
the values 2, 3, 4 and higher orders.  

Furthermore the output signal of MS is distorted by 
random error (random noise) which is described by function  

 3KRndYYN  ,   (3) 

where K3 - coefficient, which determines the amplitude of 
the random error. 

The Table 1 is shown the research results of prediction 
error of UVR MS calibration results in point 14 (Fig. 1), 
with different combinations of non-linear errors for both 
physical values. The nature of the nonlinearity of the 
coefficients K1 and K2 is shown by signs and exponents of 
the polynomials. The table is obtained under influence of 
noise with 0.1%. In the numerator shown the maximum 
value of the prediction error of calibration results, and in the 
denominator is shown mean value of the error for 100 
realizations. The Table 2 is shown the research results of 
forecast error of UVR MS calibration results in point 34 
(Fig. 1). Table 2 is obtained similarly to Table 1. However, 
Tables 1 and 2 describe two versions of error prediction of 

Real Calibration Points  
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calibration results - interpolation (Table 1, point 14) and 
extrapolation (Table 2, point 34). The rest of the points 
should not have a fundamental difference of explored points 
14 and 34, because they are located symmetrically on the 
MS CF. The results of additional researches confirmed the 
absence of a fundamental difference in the nature of error of 
prediction of calibration results for the other points. 

 
TABLE 1. RESULTS OF MAXIMUM / AVERAGE PREDICTION ERRORS  

FOR POINT 14 
PV X1

PV X2 
K1+, k=2 K1-, k=2K1+, k=3K1-, k=3 K1+, k=4K1-, k=4

K2+, k=2 
0.107 % / 
0.032 % 

0.134 % / 
0.020 % 

0.008 % /
0.002 % 

0.041 % / 
0.002 % 

0.019 % / 
0.005 % 

0.030 % /
0.003 % 

K2-, k=2 
0.098 % / 
0.030 % 

0.074 % / 
0.027 % 

0.019 % /
0.007 % 

0.033 % / 
0.008 % 

0.056 % / 
0.009 % 

0.019 % /
0.006 % 

K2+, k=3 
0.008 % / 
0.002 % 

0.041 % / 
0.002 % 

0.019 % /
0.005 % 

0.030 % / 
0.003 % 

- - 

K2-, k=3 
0.019 % / 
0.007 % 

0.033 % / 
0.008 % 

0.056 % /
0.009 % 

0.019 % / 
0.006 % 

- - 

K2+, k=4 
0.019 % / 
0.005 % 

0.030 % / 
0.003 % 

- - - - 

K2-, k=4 
0.056 % / 
0.009 % 

0.019 % / 
0.006 % 

- - - - 

 

It should be noted that the maximum error value 
significantly (typically an order of magnitude more in) than 
the mean value. This means that after conducting 
appropriate analysis of NN’s training results, user can select 
the best one. 

 
TABLE 2. RESULTS OF MAXIMUM / AVERAGE PREDICTION ERRORS  

FOR POINT FOR POINT 34 
PV X1

PV X2 
K1+, k=2 K1-, k=2K1+, k=3K1-, k=3 K1+, k=4K1-, k=4

K2+, k=2 
0.011 % / 
0.004 % 

0.011 % / 
0.005 % 

0.018 % / 
0.002 %

0.023 % / 
0.003 % 

0.017 % /
0.004 % 

0.038 % /
0.006 %

K2-, k=2 
0.016 % / 
0.006 % 

0.005 % / 
0.002 % 

0.029 % / 
0.016 %

0.010 % / 
0.004 % 

0.017 % /
0.008 % 

0.186 % /
0.006 %

K2+, k=3 
0.018 % / 
0.002 % 

0.023 % / 
0.003 % 

0.020 % / 
0.008 %

0.022 % / 
0.009 % 

- - 

K2-, k=3 
0.029 % / 
0.016 % 

0.010 % / 
0.004 % 

0.027 % / 
0.003 %

0.049 % / 
0.004 % 

- - 

K2+, k=4 
0.017 % / 
0.004 % 

0.038 % / 
0.006 % 

- - - - 

K2-, k=4 
0.017 % / 
0.008 % 

0.186 % / 
0.006 % 

- - - - 

 

Figure 2 and Figure 3 are shown a dependency histograms 
of mean error prediction of calibration results from the 
nature of nonlinearity both physical values and random error 
during measuring for recoverable points 14 and 34. 
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Figure 2. Dependency histogram of mean error prediction of calibration
results from the nonlinearity of two physical values and value of random
error for recoverable point 14 

 

The presence of relatively large maximum errors is 
explained by the three-layered perceptron learning problem 
as the initial value of weighting coefficients are assigned 
randomly. 
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Figure 3. Dependency histogram of mean error prediction of calibration
results from the nonlinearity of two physical values and value of random
error for recoverable point 34 

III. PROCESSING OF EXPERIMENTAL DATA 

To define the photodiode ICF it is necessary to find out 
up to the 9 actual values of the CF photodiode deviations 
from the nominal one [9] for the following items: 

a. the voltage drop across the photodiode on its 
temperature and current flowing through it; 

b. short-circuit current of the photodiode on its 
temperature and UVR. 

On the results of these experiments according to [3, 9] 
should be trained two NN: 

1) the first NN will determine the temperature of the 
photodiode from voltage drop on it and current through it; 

2) the second NN will determine the level of UVR on 
photodiode short circuit current and temperature of 
photodiode.  

For that, during the NN training it is necessary to 
exchange results positions of the experiments according to 
items “a” and “b”, that during training to the input of each 
NN are feed the data that defined in items 1 and 2 as the 
input data, and to the output of each NN are fed the data, 
intended for comparison, defined in items 1 and 2 as the 
output data. 

IV. SYNTHESISS OF THE MEASURING SYSTEM STRUCTURE 

Posing a task of developing the measuring system of 
UVR and based on the proposed approach above the 
following functions should be formed:  
1. Setting the appropriate current across the photodiode to 

measure its core temperature.  
2. Measuring (if necessary) a current stated in point 

1above.  
3. Measuring the voltage drop across the photodiode.  
4. Calculating the photodiode core temperature according 

to measured results in points 2 and 3 above.  
5. Switching the scheme in such way, to provide 

functioning the photodiode in short circuit mode.  
6. Measuring the short circuit current of photodiode. 
7. Calculating the photodiode irradiance based on results 
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in points 6 and 4 above.  
8. Submit periodically the measured results on the display.  

According to listed functions above the developing 
system must include the following units:  
1. The photodiode – sensor of UVR.  
2. The measuring channel to provide all working sensor 

modes.  
3. Analog to digital converter (ADC).  
4. Microcontroller (МC) to provide current calculations of 

measured results and manage the ADC and other 
actions of the system.  

5. Digital LCD display.  
6. Buttons for system operation.  
7. Power source (battery - 6F22 or rechargeable battery ).  
8. Voltage stabilizer to eliminate the impact of battery 

discharging on measured results. 
Based on formed functions and listed units above, we can 

synthesize the structure of the measuring system (Fig. 4). As 
its core it is profitably to use microconverter ADuC-834 [8] 
produced by Analog Devices, which includes the 24-bit 
multichannel sigma-delta ADC and microcontroller MCS-
51.  

The Sensor Unit consists of the UVR sensor - UV diode 
and electronic passport (Transducer Electronic Data Sheet, 
TEDS [7, 11]) that meets the requirements of the IEEE - 
1451 standard. In the user part (128 bytes) of the passport 
are recorded the NN weights and its biases [12 - 14], [17], 
which are trained by the results of experimental studies of 
the photodiode CF according to proposed in section #2 
method. This provides the transition to sensor’s ICF. 
Interface 1-Wire have a relatively low speed, so it is no 
necessary to read each time all NN information which is 
stored in the TEDS. It is sufficiently, during each 
measurement to control the sensor number recorded in the 
standard part of TEDS [24, 25] and to read the NN data only 
after the sensor is replaced. 

 
Photo- 
diod 

 

Measu-
ring 

scheme

 
 

ADC 

 
 

МC 

 

Display 
+  

buttons 

 

Voltage 
stabilizer 

+5V 

 

Baterry 
“6F22” 

+9V 

“Virtual 
Ground” 

+5V 

 

 
Figure 4. The structure of the measuring system. 

 

Most complicated component part on Fig. 4 is an 
measuring scheme, it refers to a number of requirements 
during working in different modes. In particular, the short 
circuit mode of the photodiode with the smallest input 
impedance can be realized only through an operational 
amplifier that requires of dual polarity power supply. For 
this purpose into the generalized structure in Fig. 4 inserted 

a stabilizer, which not only eliminates the influence of low 
battery power during measurement results, but also creates 
“virtual ground” for the photodiode and operational 
amplifier. 

V. SYNTHESIS OF THE MEASURING CHANNELS 

The schematic diagram of measuring channel is shown in 
Fig. 5. It contains photodiode FD1, semiconductor diode 
VD1, two operational amplifiers DA1 and DA2, resistors 
R1-R8, capacitors C1-C3 (filters of high frequency noise) 
and switch S1 (changing the mode of operation: the 
metering of the UVR or temperature monitoring). 

The UVR measuring channel forms the mode of short 
circuit for photodiode FD1 and includes operational 
amplifier DA2, that operates in inverter mode [10], resistor 
R2 used as a feedback, and has the voltage divider (resistors 
R4 and R8) for correlation of signal levels that entering the 

output  of the ADC and its supply voltage. When 

switch S1 is in left position (the mode of short circuit for 
photodiode FD1) voltage of the output DA2 is lower than 
the voltage of “virtual ground” Uz1, so diode VD1 is locked 
and R1 is not affected on functioning of DA2. 

1VU
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DA2FD1

IFD

IR1

IOP

UV1

DA1

UFD1

UFD1

R5

R6

UV2

R4

R1

VD1

UV3

C1

C2

C3R8
UZ2

R3

R7

UZ1

S1

 
Figure 5. Schematic diagram of the measuring channels for ultraviolet 
radiation 

 

Based on the ADC results of voltage conversion, the 

current of photodiode PD1 can be determined from the 

formula 

1VU
SS
PDI 1

1
1

84

82
V

SS
PD U

RR

RRI





  (4) 

By transforming (4), we obtain 

82

)84(1
1 RR

RRU
I VSS

PD 


 .  (5) 

The temperature measuring channel (photodiode PD1 is at 
idle in this mode) contains an operational amplifier DA1 
(operating in non-inverting mode) and its large input 
impedance prevents PD1 from the load by divider R5, R6. 
In the measurement of temperature S1 is in the right position 
so the voltage Uz1 on the DA2 input exceeds voltage of Uz2 
and DA2 is saturated - its output voltage approaches to the 
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supply voltage of 9V. Then VD1 is opened, current  of 

resistor R1 also flows through PD1. The current  will 

1RI

1PDI

211 RRPD III  .  (6) 

In turn, 

1/)( 1121 RUUUI VDPD
SAT
DAR   (7) 

2/)( 122 RUUI PD
SAT
DAR    (8) 

where - the operating voltage saturation of the DA2 

operation amplifier, ;  - voltage 

drop across the diode VD1 in the conducting state, 

. 

SAT
DAU 2

V7,0

VUU Z
SAT
DA 922  1VDU

UVD1 

It should be noted that the values of the voltage  

and the  voltage value, firstly - is known 

approximately and secondly - they have significant 
temperature fluctuation. That is why we need to define the 

values  during the operation of UVR measuring 

system. To define  we can use  and . 

According to Fig. 5 can be written 

SAT
DAU 2

2VU

1VDU

2, RI1RI

2RI 1VU

84

8
21 RR

R
UU SAT

DAV 
    (9) 

65

6
12 RR

R
UU PDV 

 .  (10) 

By transforming (9) and (10) and substituting it in (8), we 
obtain 

2/)
6

65

8

84
( 212 R

R

RR
U

R

RR
UI VVR





 .  (11) 

In (7) the  is also unknown. Therefore, to define 

 lets create the measuring channel, formed by divider R3 

and R7. The voltage on the left pin of R1 can be defined as 
the summing of "virtual ground" voltage Uz1, voltage drop 

on photodiode  and the voltage drop on diode. 

This voltage will be higher than Uz1 "virtual ground" 
voltage, that is higher than the ADC conversion ranges 

(ADC is powered from ). Therefore divider of R3 and 

R7 matches voltage on left pin of R1 with acceptable 

voltage . Then the voltage on 

1VDU

PDU

1RI

1 1VDU

1ZU

3VU 1R  can be determined as 

how 
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84
311 R
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 .  (12) 

Hence the current  is 1RI
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R
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VI. WAYS OF ASSURING THE SENSORS INTERCHANGEABILITY 

A ttransition to the photodiode ICF allows to reduce an 
effect of the its CF dispersion on the measurement result. 
But values of resistances R1-R8 (their deviation from the 

nominal value) also affect the voltage . To assure 

the sensors interchangeability authors proposed the 
following two ways. According to the first one measuring 
channels are included into sensor itself (Fig.4). Then, while 
a determination of the photodiode ICF is deteminating the 
experimental studies are running along with measurement 
channels where the photodiode FD1 is operating. Values of 
resistors R1-R8 will be count in the calibration results, and 
the error of the UV measurement will be defined only by 
temperature and temporal changes of those resistors 
resistance. If there are used inaccurate (with the large 
acceptable deviations of the real resistance from the nominal 
value), but stable resistors (e.g. metal-film resistor), then it's 
possible to obtain the precision result of measurements at 
low costs. However, this method requires equipping each 
sensor by measuring channels that is economically 
unreasonable. 

31... VV UU

The second way of assuring the sensors interchangeability 
is delimiting the corrections of the sensor and the measuring 
channel. In this case, each sensor is equipped with TEDS 
[7], in which weights of neurons and its bias are recorded 
only for NN of errors correction of this sensor without 
taking into account of measuring circuit. 

Moreover each UVR measuring system is equipped by its 
own TEDS of measurement system error correction and 
ADC (the source of its reference voltage). In this case the 
commercial(produced) system and the system for sensors 
research(while identifying its ICF), have a similar scheme. 
So it's possible to run the process of identifying and 
correcting errors of all components in such a way when its 
errors are mutually compensated. 

The Fig. 6 illustrates the process of errors determination 
and correction using the second method of the UVR sensors 
interchangeability. Firstly, using standard measurement 
tools (or assignment) of the voltage U should be calculated 
the errors of measurement voltage drop channels on the 
photodiode for the commercial(produced) systems and the 
system for sensors research. Calculation of correcting 
coefficients is performed by personal computer (PC) and it 
records those results in TEDS-E of the appropriate systems. 
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Figure 6. Scheme of process for error determination and correction 

 

Similarly, the correcting coefficients can be determined 
and recorded in the TEDS-E appropriate cells of all systems 
for channels of the photodiode current during the 
temperature measurement as well as short circuit current. 
For this purpose, besides to reference tools of the measuring 
voltage U, a precision tool for the current measurement I is 
used. As a result, all systems will have the identical CF of 
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photodiodes for all channels. Differences between their CF 
will be determined by their random error only. In this case, 
the weights and bias of the NN, which corresponds to the 
ICF per each studied photodiode, will be defined in identical 
conditions.  

Experimental researches confirmed the non-exceptional 
errors of measuring channels are determined (if errors of 
reference instruments are discounted), by its noises and 
short-term instability only. 

VII. CONCLUSIONS  

The article reflects the results of studying the neural 
network method to reduce the multisensor calibration points, 
in particular for the photodiode, which is considered as the 
multisensor. This enables an efficient transition to the 
individual conversion function of photodiode and ensures a 
correction of errors caused by the dominant influencing 
quantity - the temperature of the photodiode crystal. It's 
proposed also a sequence of processing the measurement 
results at the transition to the individual conversion function. 

Based on proposed approach a generalized structure of 
information-measuring system and the precision measuring 
channel both are synthesized. Moreover a way to assure 
sensors interchangeability at the use of the individual 
conversion function, and a corresponding scheme of process 
for error determination and correction were designed.  

The proposed solutions can be considered as a base for 
the creating the precision information-measuring systems 
for the irradiance of ultraviolet radiation. 
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